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Abstract  

The UVS treatise posits the barycenter of 

the Solar System (BOTSS) as the center of 

mass of the Solar System.  

And it predicates the solar cycle is 

modulated by the barycenters of the four 

gas giants when they periodically align with 

the Sun and the BOTSS.  

Keywords: Solar cycle, barycenter, alignment. 

 

1. Introduction 

This is an extended visual grounded theory 

research [2] of the UVS treatise [3] with its 

reality paradigm shift [4]. It postulates a 

barycentric Solar System model with all the 

solar system objects including the Sun are 

revolving around the BOTSS. [5] 

With the Celestia planetarium [Appendix A] set 

up in the barycentric platform for the 

research of this case study, the 

hypothesized barycentric drivers of the 

solar cycle [6] were investigated with the 

thoughts drawn [7] and constructed with the 

main and secondary weightings [Appendix B] of 

the not optically observable barycenters [8] 

of the Solar System. [9] 

This case study with its data analytics in the 

barycentric worldview is an attempt to 

verify the UVS predication on the 

barycentric drivers of the solar cycle. 

2. The visual analysis with the set up of a 

barycentric Solar System planetarium 

With a simulated barycentric Solar System 

planetarium that sampled the solar cycle 

from SC12 Max to SC15 Min [10], the 

barycentric motions of the Solar System 

were showing these solar cycles were 

mainly modulated by the periodical 

alignments of the mass center [11] of the 

Sun [12], a postulated barycenter of the 

Solar System (SSB), and the barycenter of 

Jupiter and Saturn (BJS).  

The barycentric motions were also showing 

the periodical alignment with Sun, SSB, and 

BJS was perturbed by the other alignments 

of the gas giants and the other barycenters.  

And these perturbations to a cyclical 4-
phase 3-body composite motion [Section 3] of 
Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn, were showing to 
be correlated with the varying periodicities 
of the individual solar cycles.   

With the visualizations of these planetary 
barycentric motions [13], it was also 
discovered in the reference frame of the 
aligned Sun and SSB, BJS was revolving 
around an oscillating BJSUN in a retrograde 
motion against the prograde motion of the 
solar system. [14] 

The visualizations of these barycentric 

motions were thus further investigated 

with the case study of this extended visual 

grounded theory research.  

https://www.uvs-model.com/WFE%20on%20sunspot.htm
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/233991214_Visual_Grounded_Theory_A_Methodological_Outline_and_Examples_from_Empirical_Work
https://www.uvs-model.com/
https://www.uvs-model.com/WFE%20on%20sunspot.htm#barycenter
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Solar_cycle&oldid=986449456
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Barycenter&oldid=965615398
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Solar_System&oldid=989025565
https://www.uvs-model.com/pictures/SC12-Max-to-SC15-Min-Animation.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Center_of_mass&oldid=990187464
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Barycenter&oldid=965615398
https://www.uvs-model.com/pictures/SC12-Max-to-SC15-Min-IM-Closed-up.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:CiteThisPage&page=Retrograde_and_prograde_motion&id=991133130&wpFormIdentifier=titleform
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3. The 4-phase 3-body composite motion 
of Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn 
 

Jupiter and Saturn complete one composite 
cycle with the Sun in a period of ~20-years, 
and this was segregated into four quarterly 
phases for categorizing its 3-body motion 

[15] in this case study. 

 
The superior conjunction in the Jupiter-Sun-Saturn  

alignment with the barycenter (+) inside the Sun.  

 
 The inferior conjunction in the Sun-Jupiter-Saturn  

 alignment with the barycenter (+) outside the Sun. 

 

Phase 1 starts at the superior conjunction, 

and ends when Jupiter forms its right angle 

arrangement with the alignment of Sun and 

Saturn. Phase 2 begins and then ends at the 

inferior conjunction. Phase 3 begins at the 

inferior conjunction, and ends when Jupiter 

forms its next right angle arrangement with 

the alignment of Sun and Saturn where 

phase 4 starts. And phase 4 ends at the 

superior conjunction to complete a full 

composite cycle of the 3-body motion. In 

which, the barycenter of Jupiter and Saturn 

(BJS) completes one cycle around the Sun. 

 
Note: These simplified images as illustrated are not 
to scale. The illustrations are the aids for visualizing 
how the Sun reactively revolves around the 
barycenter of the Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn to make 
one composite cycle that starts with the superior 
conjunction of the Jupiter-Sun-Saturn alignment. 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.uvs-model.com/pictures/orbital-resonance-Jupiter-S.gif
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4. The visual analysis method of this 

extended case study 

This ground theory research for the 

barycentric drivers of the solar cycle, was 

evaluated by visual assessment of the 

barycentric planetarium to investigate the 

barycentric alignments for the 24 

empirically observed solar cycles.  

Under limited circumstances, the cases 

were manually illustrated by drawing in the 

digitally captured Celestia Planetarium 

charts that positioned its postulated Solar 

System Barycenter (SSB) as the center of 

the Solar system.  

The coded cases were tracked by the dates 

on the peaks and troughs of the past 24 

solar cycles for indicating the major 

barycenters positions in the planetarium 

charts, and also checked on the 3-body 

motion of Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn in its 

four quarterly phases [Section 3] for the data 

collection of the barycentric alignments.   

The major barycenters of the gas giants 

were calculated [Appendix C] and then 

manually indicated in the digitally captured 

images of the planetarium charts. [Appendix D] 

With the barycenters visualized in the 

planetarium charts, the barycentric 

alignments could thus be projected and 

then recorded in the coded list of the 24 

solar cycles. 

The organized data collection for the case 

study was then grouped according to their 

categorizations to qualitatively analyze on 

what could be modulating the various 

aspects of the solar cycle. 

 

5. The coding of the solar cycle  

Code 
Case# Solar cycle State Mag-field Phase 

05 SC03 Min Normal 1/4 

06 SC03 Max Reversed 2/4 

07 SC04 Min Reversed 3/4 

08 SC04 Max Normal 4/4 

09 SC04   Normal 1/4 

The code was expressed as:  

 

nn SCyy State MF Px 

Case# – The case number (nn). 

Solar cycle – The solar cycle number (yy). 

State  – The state of the solar cycle. 

Mag-field – Magnetic polarity of the Sun. 

Phase  – Phase (x) of Jupiter & Saturn.  

 

 

6. Data collection 
 

Code 

Case# 
 

The alignment with 
Sun-SSB 

Perturbation of the           
Sun-SSB-BJS alignment 

01 Sun-SSB-BJSUN Uranus-Sun-Jupiter 

02 Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-BJSN-Saturn 

03 Sun-SSB~BJS-BJSUN Sun~Jupiter~Neptune 

04 Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-Saturn-BUN 

 

The visual analysis involves the alignments 
of the Sun, SSB, the main and secondary 
groups of the 11 barycenters, and the 4 gas 
giants. [Appendix B] 

 
For every case of the solar minima or the 
solar maxima, the phase in the order of the 
3-body motion, the projected barycentric 
alignment with Sun and SSB, and the 
planetary perturbation of the Sun-SSB-BJS 
were visually investigated and recorded. 
 
The visual data collection was then 
categorized in groups for their analyses.  
 

https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
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7. The list of visual data collection categorized in groups for the case study 
 

Code 

Date 
Period         
yy  mm 

The alignment with 
Sun-SSB 

Perturbation of the           
Sun-SSB-BJS alignment Case# Solar cycle State Mag-field Phase 

01 SC01 Min Normal 1/4 1755 Feb N.A. Sun-SSB-BJSUN Uranus-Sun-Jupiter 

02 SC01 Max Reversed 2/4 1761 Jun 6 y 4 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-BJSN-Saturn 

03 SC02 Min Reversed 3/4 1766 Jun 5 y 0 m Sun-SSB~BJS-BJSUN Sun~Jupiter~Neptune 

04 SC02 Max Normal 4/4 1769 Jun 3 y 0 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-Saturn-BUN 

05 SC03 Min Normal 1/4 1775 Jun 6y 0 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-Jupiter-Uranus 

06 SC03 Max Reversed 2/4 1778 May 2 y 11m  Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-Jupiter-BUN 

07 SC04 Min Reversed 3/4 1784 Sep 6 y 4 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-BJN-BJS 

08 SC04 Max Normal 4/4 1788 Feb 3 y 5 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN BSN-Sun-Uranus 

09 SC04   Normal 1/4 1791 Sep   Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN BJS negated: Neg1 

10 SC05 Min Normal 2/4 1798 Apr 10 y 2 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN BJUN-Sun-Neptune 

11 SC05 Max Reversed 3/4 1805 Feb 6 y 10 m Sun-SSB-BJS-BJSUN Synchronized 

12 SC06 Min Reversed 4/4 1810 Aug 5 y 6 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Jupiter-Sun-Uranus 

13 SC06 Max Normal 1/4 1816 May 5 y 9 m Sun-SSB~BJS-BJSUN Sun-BJS-Uranus 

14 SC06   Normal 2/4 1816 Oct   Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN BJS negated: Neg2 

15 SC07 Min Normal 3/4 1823 May 7 y 0 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-BJUN-BJS 

16 SC07 Max Reversed 4/4 1829 Nov 6 y 6 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Not apparent 

17 SC08 Min Reversed 1/4 1833 Nov 4 y 0 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Jupiter-Sun-BSN 

18 SC08 Max Normal 2/4 1837 Mar 3 y 4 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN BUN-Sun-Jupiter 

19 SC09 Min Normal 3/4 1843 Jul 6 y 4 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-Jupiter-Neptune 

20 SC09 Max Reversed 4/4 1848 Feb 4 y 7 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-Saturn-BUN 

21 SC10 Min Reversed 1/4 1855 Dec 7 y 10 m Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN Synchronized 

22 SC10 Max Normal 2/4 1860 Feb 4 y 2 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BSN 

23 SC11 Min Normal 3/4 1867 Aug 7 y 1 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJSN 

24 SC11 Max Reversed 4/4 1870 Aug 3 y 5 m Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN Synchronized 

25 SC11   Reversed 1/4 1875 Apr   BUN-Sun-SBB-BJS BJS negated: Neg3 

26 SC12 Min Reversed 2/4 1878 Dec 8 y 4 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN BJS-Sun-Uranus 

27 SC12 Max Normal 3/4 1883 Dec 5 y 0 m Sun-SSB~BJS-BJSUN Not apparent 

28 SC13 Min Normal 4/4 1890 Mar 6 y 3 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN-BJS Synchronized 

29 SC13 Max Reversed 1/4 1894 Jan 3 y 10 m Sun-SSB-BJS-BJSUN Synchronized 

30 SC13   Reversed 2/4 1901 Sep   BUN-Sun-SBB-BJS BJS negated: Neg4 

31 SC14 Min Reversed 3/4 1902 Jan 8 y 0 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN-BJS Synchronized 

32 SC14 Max Normal 4/4 1906 Feb 4 y 1 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Neptune~Sun~Uranus 

33 SC15 Min Normal 1/4 1913 Jul 7 y 5 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJSN 

34 SC15 Max Reversed 2/4 1917 Aug 4 y 1 m Sun-SSB~BJS-BJSUN Sun-Saturn-Neptune 

35 SC16 Min Reversed 3/4 1923 Aug 6 y 0 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJN 

36 SC16 Max Normal 4/4 1928 Apr 4 y 8 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJSN. 

37 SC17 Min Normal 1/4 1933 Sep 5 y 5 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJSN 

38 SC17 Max Reversed 2/4 1937 Apr 3 y 7 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN-BJS Synchronized 

39 SC18 Min Reversed 3/4 1944 Feb 6 y 10 m Sun-SSB~BJS Sun-BJN-BUN 

40 SC18 Max Normal 4/4 1947 May 3 y 3 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJSU 

41 SC19 Min Normal 1/4 1954 Apr 6 y 11 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-BJN-Uranus 

42 SC19 Max Reversed 2/4 1958 Mar 3 y 11 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB~BJSU 

43 SC20 Min Reversed 3/4 1964 Oct 6y 7 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN-BJS Synchronized 

44 SC20 Max Normal 4/4 1968 Nov 4 y 1 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJSN-Jupiter 

45 SC21 Min Normal 1/4 1976 Mar 7 y 4 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN-BJS Jupiter-Sun-Uranus 

46 SC21 Max Reversed 2/4 1979 Dec 3 y 9 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-BJN-Saturn 

47 SC22 Min Reversed 3/4 1986 Sep 6 y 9 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Not apparent 

48 SC22 Max Normal 4/4 1989 Nov 3 y 2 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Jupiter-Sun-Uranus 

49 SC22   Normal 1/4 1990 Apr   BUN-Sun-SBB-BJS BJS negated: Neg5 

50 SC23 Min Normal 2/4 1996 Aug 6 y 9 m Sun-SSB~BJS Sun-SSB-BJSU 

51 SC23 Max Reversed 3/4 2001 Nov 5 y 3 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-SSB-BJUN-Saturn 

52 SC24 Min Reversed 4/4 2008 Dec 7 y 1 m Sun-SSB~BJSUN Not apparent 

53 SC24 Max Normal 1/4 2014 Apr 5 y 4 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Neptune~Sun~BJS 

54 SC25 Min Normal 2/4 2019 Dec 5 y 8 m Sun-SSB-BJSUN Sun-BJN-Saturn 
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8. The solar cycle charts of the sunspot numbers with the barycentric code labeling.  
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9. Analyses with the visual data collection 

The data collection [Section 7] in groups was 

orderly listed with the individual phases of 

the 4-phase composite 3-body motion of 

Sun, Jupiter and Saturn [Section 3] as indicated 

in the [Phase] column.  

This is the main theme for investigating the 

barycentric and planetary arrangements 

with the recurring alignments of Sun-SSB-

BJS in every phase of the 3-body motion. 

In 20 out of the 54 cases, 9 cases 

showed the Sun-SSB-BJS alignment 

were synchronized with the 

manifested solar peaks or troughs, 6 

cases were nearly aligned, and 5 cases 

were peculiarly negated. 

For the remaining 34 out of 54 cases, 

BJSUN was aligned with Sun and SSB 

that followed the orderly manner of 

the 4-phase 3-body motion.  

Despite 4 of these cases did not show 

any planetary perturbation at all, 30 of 

the BJSUN cases had shown the 

perturbations of the Sun with the 

secondary alignments of the gas giants 

and their barycenters.   

The labeled sunspot number charts assert 
the cyclical alignments of Sun-SSB-BJS were 
largely modulating the periodicity of the 
solar cycle [Section 8] in the 3-body motion. It 
was being perturbed by the secondary 
alignments, and at times was negated and 
thus rendered the observed solar cycle.  

These perturbations altered the periodicity 
for the motion of BJS in the 3-body motion, 
and peculiarly negated 5 phases of the Sun-
SSB-BJS alignments. [Appendix E]   

This case study with the data collection 
showed the period of the 11-year solar 
cycle is merely a putative figure.  It was 
averaged from the 24 solar cycles of 264.83 
years (from 1755 Feb to 2019 Dec) with the 
periods of solar minima that range from 9-
year to 13.6-year. 

The barycenter of Uranus and Neptune 
(BUN) has a period of ~172 sidereal year, 
and in 3 synodic cycles of the barycenter of 
Jupiter and Saturn (BJS) has an orbital 
period of ~177.9-year (3 x ~59.3 synodic 
year [16]).  The near orbital resonance [17] of 
this barycenter motion could haphazardly 
synchronize with the orbital resonance of 
the longer-range solar cycles. [18] 

In a ~177.9-year synodic cycle (From SC03 
Max in 1778 May to SC19 Max in 1958 Mar) 
of BUN, Sun, and BJS, there were 4 out of 
36 Sun-SSB-BJS alignments being negated. 
These thus had prolonged 4 solar cycles in 
SC04, SC06, SC11, and SC13.  

[Appendix D4, D6, D11, and D13] 

One ~20-year composite cycle of the Sun, 
Jupiter, and Saturn makes 4 alignments of 
Sun-SSB-BJS, and therefore in ~9 composite 
cycles (177.9/20 = 8.895) of this conjunction 
occurring in the ~177.9-year synodic cycle 
with the 4 phases of negated quarter cycles, 
the negations thus rendered the averaged 
~22.38-year integral solar cycle {177.9/(8.95 
- [4/4]) = 22.377}. 

In a span of ~264.83-years from 1755 Feb to 
2019 Dec that had manifested the 24 solar 
cycles, despite the Jupiter-Sun-Saturn 
alignment had completed ~26.5 half-
composite-cycle (264.83/10), it had lost 5 of 
the quarter-cycles (or 2.5 half-composite-
cycle) to the barycentric negations. This 
thus rendered the average ~11.03-year 
solar cycle {264.83/(26.5 - 2.5) = 11.03}. 

https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.uvs-model.com/WFE%20on%20sunspot.htm#sexagenary
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Orbital_resonance&oldid=987998436
https://www.uvs-model.com/WFE%20on%20sunspot.htm#Hallstatt
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
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10. The secondary case study for the 
fluctuations occurred in solar cycle 1 

The fluctuations within the solar cycles 

were further investigated by looking at 

their planetary arrangements on the date of 

those intermediate peaks and troughs 

occurred in the solar cycle. 

In this secondary case study, the 

fluctuations of solar cycle 1 were briefly 

investigated with a simulated barycentric 

planetarium [19] that improvised to show 

the alignment of Sun and SSB. 

The visual findings of the planetary 

alignment with the digitally capture 

planetarium charts [Appendix F], were labeled 

in alphabetical order for its case study 

analysis in a coded list for its evaluation 

with the SIDC [20] sunspot number chart. 

The analysis showed the haphazard 

planetary alignments of the major planets 

and their barycenters were extensively 

associated with the solar cycle fluctuations 

[21]. And 9 out of these 15 cases involved 

the alignments of the major barycenters. 

SC01 Chart Alignment with the Sun 

175506 A Jupiter-Sun-Uranus 

175510 B BSU-Sun-Neptune 

175701 C Saturn-Sun-Neptune 

175711 D Sun-SSB-BJSUN~BJS 

175804 E Sun-BJSUN-BJS 

175808 F Sun-SSB-BJSUN-BJS 

175909 G BJSU-SSB-Sun-Neptune 

176007 H Jupiter-Sun-Neptune 

176108 I Sun-Saturn-Uranus 

176201 J Sun-Jupiter-Uranus 

176202 K Sun-Jupiter-Saturn 

176211 L Sun-SSB-BJSN 

176312 M Sun-Jupiter-BJSN 

176302 N Sun-SSB-Jupiter-BJSUN 

176603 O Sun-SSB-BJS-BJSUN 

 
However, not every fluctuation 
demonstrated planetary alignment. 
 
Nonetheless, this cursory case study is 
sufficed to show the solar cycle fluctuations 
were largely correlated with the erratic 
planetary alignments of the major Solar 
System objects and their barycenters.  

This finding warrants a thorough 

investigation on such alignments for the 

entire records of the solar cycle. 

 

The sunspot numbers chart showing the fluctuations of solar cycle 1 and some associated alignments with the Sun. 

https://www.uvs-model.com/pictures/Celestia-SC01-Full.gif
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://climexp.knmi.nl/getindices.cgi?WMO=SIDCData/sunspots&STATION=sunspots&TYPE=i&id=someone@somewhere
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009ApJ...700L.154U/abstract
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11. The 5 negated phases in the 3-body 
motion of the Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn. 

For the 5 negated cases, there were 
planetary conjunctions of the four gas 
giants, in which BUN was also aligned with 
the Sun-SSB-BJS alignment. 

The 5 negated solar Sun-SSB-BJS alignments 

[Appendix E] in the coded list showed they each 
had skipped a quarter phase of the 3-body 
composite cycle, and consequently 
manifested as the prolonged solar cycles. 

The duration from solar cycle 4 maximum in 
February 1788 to solar cycle 5 maximum in 
February 1805 is in fact a prolonged 17-year 
cycle [22]. This was the consequence after 
one phase of the Sun-SSB-BJS alignment 
was negated.  

There were two cases in #21 SC10 Min 

[Appendix D10] and #24 SC11 Max [Appendix D11] 
despite had formed the Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN 
alignments, the BJS alignments were not 
negated.  In the comparison analysis with 
the 5 negated cases, these two cases did 
not form any planetary conjunction with 
the four gas giants.  

 

12. The prediction for solar cycle 25 

With the comparative analysis for the 

barycentric discoveries of this case study on 

what, when, and how the solar cycle was 

modulated, it could qualitatively predict the 

upcoming solar cycle with the comparative 

analysis of the barycentric planetarium. [23] 

The barycentric analysis predicts the solar 

maximum of the solar cycle 25 would be 

occurring in October 2023. [Appendix G]  

This Sun-SSB-BJS alignment will not be 

perturbed, as BUN would be involved in the 

alignment for this solar maximum. This Sun-

SSB-BJS-BUN alignment will not be negated 

for this solar maximum; the four gas giants 

at then would not form any planetary 

conjunction at all. This planetary 

arrangement is very similar to the solar 

maximum of solar cycle 11.  

[Appendix D11, case# 24] 

And solar cycle 25 is predicted to be ending 

in February 2030.  

 

13. The shortcomings of this case study 

This planetarium is fundamentally based on 

the heliocentric solar system model, in 

which the postulated SSB is not the actual 

barycenter of the Solar System. [24] 

This could affect the precise quantifications 

under extreme circumstances especially 

when the Sun has moved very near to the 

SSB. [Appendix E3] 

Under current circumstances, without a 

computerized barycentric planetarium to 

calculate and plot the barycenters, the 

manual works were laborious, inefficient, 

not very precise, and thus would risk many 

human errors and omission errors.  

The visual analysis for the subtle oscillation 

of BJSUN with the aligned Sun and SSB 

definitely needs a much higher resolution 

planetarium set up at a higher sampling 

rate to automatically plot and hunt the 

barycentric alignments, which was not 

currently available. 

 

https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009ApJ...700L.154U/abstract
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.uvs-model.com/WFE%20on%20sunspot.htm#SC25_prediction
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
https://www.techexplorist.com/center-solar-system/33567/
https://www.uvs-model.com/Appendices.pdf
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14.  The theory built with this extended 

visual grounded theory research 

This visual grounded theory research has 

thus further construed the theories on:  

a. The solar cycle fluctuations are 

extensively caused by the perturbations 

of the haphazard alignments [Appendix F]. 

These involved the alignments of Sun, 

SSB, the main and secondary groups of 

the 11 barycenters, and the 4 gas 

giants. [Appendix B] 

b. The retrograde motion of BJS and the 

oscillations of BJSUN in the Sun-SSB 

alignment [13] are correlated with the 

solar cycles. 

These insights with the consideration for 

the barycentric motions and planetary 

orbital elements [25], are essential factors 

for developing the quantitative predictions 

of the individual solar cycles on the 

periodicity of their quarter cycles, half-

cycles, full cycles, the estimated solar peak 

magnitudes, and also the solar cycle 

fluctuations. 

 

15. Conclusions  

This visual grounded theory research is 

conclusive on: 

a.    The periodicity of the solar cycle 

subjected to planetary perturbations, is 

primarily modulated by the oscillating 

alignments of the Sun, the barycenter of 

the Solar System (BOTSS) [5], and the 

barycenter of Jupiter and Saturn (BJS).    

b. The alignments of Sun-SSB-BJS were 

perturbed by the four gas giants and the 

other barycenters with their orbital 

forcing on the Sun, and thus rendered 

the variations of the solar cycle. 

c. The negations for the 5 phases of the 3-

body motion were as a result of the 

aligned BUN and the four gas giants had 

formed various configurations of 

composite planetary conjunctions with 

the four gas giants. [Appendix E] 

d. The fluctuations of the solar cycle were 

extensively caused by the planetary 

alignments [Appendix F] in the longer orbital 

resonance of the major planets and 

their barycenters, which occurred in the 

relatively shorter period solar cycle. 
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